
 

I want to study  at UIster University  

          Why I want to join the Ulster University ? I think International human right 

laws ,politics , geography , maritime sciences and laws  are  one of the most 

important fields on the modern ear which I'm interested in .I'm looking for  to 

study on UIlster University to gain more knowledge and modern experts about 

international laws  that covers humanity laws ,  modern strategy ,geography and 

policy. It  is  the great area to discover, built , and progress my knowledge's about 

my interests and majors . There are many reasons to apply to study on ULster 

University .  

    The first reason to join  Ulster University that has excellent course & curriculum  

and excellent environment that I'm interested in  to gain . I found this  educational 

castle  is full of wealthy information  that  help me  to achieve many goals for 

example,  strategic , laws , English , regional ,social and political goals. I have 

been working as instructor officer on the department of Yemen naval training 

since 2000 .  

Secondly . I like English language so  much and I have studied many course at 

various English languages  institutes and centers . I worked as geopolitical writers 

and wrote many essays and projects about war crimes in Yemen for examples, 

Arabian dreams, to build modern strategy in the Arabian nation . It published on 

many magazines and newspapers. I used to support many domestic and 

international centers that worked for spreading peace and security. They are 

interested in human rights  such as domestic legal  center, U.S pace council , ICC 

, ICRC , UN, Global citizens . I really admired and affected  by many  writers 

,leaders and thinkers such as  the great Arabian leader Mr., Jamal .Churchill, 

William Shakespeare ,Napoleon, Aristo, Socrates ,and Clauvitze, and Mahan , so 

I  try to wrote and participate  on publishing books and many articles about 

current real issues in the Middle East on the future  .It is my dream to have 

master and doctor degree on my major. The horrible situations in Yemen and the 

middle east that valid international humanitarian laws and abused all  kind of 

humanity. Those illegal actives harmed innocents ,  Genève convents , freedom 

and democracy human which  are  required to have general ideas and more 

experiences about differences  kind of knowledge like History, politics, geography 

,an international relationship and economic. I want  to gain more experts to stand 

behind justice and to be active members to stop all those war criminals  



operations that not only harmed Yemen nations but they will threaten the 

international society peacefully .  

To sum up .I 'm looking for to have a  great future after I have finished my course 

on theULster University .We will work together  to spread  justices , happiness , 

prosperity, safe and peace all over the world . all international laws and all human 

rights  should display and act equally with all countries. The freedom of religious,  

different cultures  and human rights for all the nations should be respect. we will 

learn with each other and  corporate  our efforts to spread equality and dignity to 

all over the world .The justice  will exist  and the fact will appear even sooner or 

later . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


